Comfort Plus

Features
- Can accommodate 250 average uses
- Ergonomic tank design allows space for legs which help keep users clean
- Vent screens built into panels so vandals cannot remove and insects stay out
- Solar powered internal night-light
- Urinal drain pipe vent won’t get clog
- 3-roll bathroom tissue holder w/shelf

Made with SANAFOR™
SANAFOR™ controls the growth of microorganisms on plastic surfaces, providing long-lasting protection against bacteria, fungi (mold and mildew) and algae that can cause odor and stains.
- Incorporated into the plastic for lifetime antimicrobial protection
- Proven to reduce level of bacteria by 99.9999%
- Safe and environmentally friendly

Made with Recycled Plastics

Service Areas
- Wa: 800.562.4442
- Or: 800.966.2371
- Ut: 866.972.3115
- Ca: 800.325.2371
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